
00:18:33 Rita Perea: Hi everyone! Glad to be with you all today :) 

00:23:33 din Uppal: Earnings reports due at the end of July for some tech companies 

00:23:46 MJ Wetherhead: hey Rita---looking forward to your presentation! 

00:23:52 Merriman Market Analyst: yes that right too 

00:25:13 Rita Perea: @MJ- Thanks!  :) 

00:31:51 MJ Wetherhead: 8 days between 11 19 

00:35:59 Eleonore Charrez: I remember Ray mentioning flooding in the forecasts 2021 book 

00:38:26 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes,, Jupiter in Pisces, around the time when both 

Jupiter and Neptune turned retrograde in late June, but especially May 13-July 28 (Jupiter Pisces) 

00:39:54 Matthieu Kaiser: liquid markets, liquid weather... 

00:41:30 adam childs: venus opposite Jupiter 22nd 

00:43:29 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, Venus and Mars opposite Jupiter July 22 and 29 

00:45:22 Maya Bothe: hhaha 

00:48:35 adam childs: So Taurus  is currency I think so bitcoin boom bust 

00:48:48 Merriman Market Analyst: correct 

00:49:01 adam childs: so interesting :-) 

00:50:57 Matthieu Kaiser: the fundamental set-up for a bust in bitcoin is in place, with 

central banks tightening their grip on digital currencies... 

00:51:59 Daniel Ineichen:So, what is the sectors to focus on next when Uranus is in Gemini? 

Telecom? Transport? Communications / Media? is this AI  related too? 

00:52:28 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, Maybe automobiles 

00:52:30 Matthieu Kaiser: AI, quantic computers... 

00:52:42 Maya Bothe: Travel? 

00:52:53 Merriman Market Analyst: MAybe electic autos 

00:53:04 Matthieu Kaiser: (quanta can be in two places at the same time - what is more 

Gemini?) 

00:53:37 Merriman Market Analyst: Could be airlines too... any form of communciations 

physically or literally - newspapers, news agenices, media, etc 

00:53:58 Matthieu Kaiser: reality-augmented media? 

00:54:10 Merriman Market Analyst: Very good Metthieu :-)) 



00:54:49 Eleonore Charrez: What about jupiter retro ? What happens then ? 

00:55:37 Merriman Market Analyst: That's fascinating. With Uranus, it may be something we 

aren't even conceiving yet.... remember, Pluto goes into Aquarius then too, Uranus' sign, and a trine. 

00:57:43 Eleonore Charrez: children toys ? 

00:58:26 Irina Erastova: royal companies? 

00:59:12 Merriman Market Analyst: yes, children's toys, maybe adult toys too... 

01:00:00 Merriman Market Analyst: not sure about royal compa ies… what are they? Middle 

eatern? 

01:00:44 Irina Erastova: just a thought about leo sign 

01:02:37 Merriman Market Analyst: OK. Just to imagine royal companies.... but yes, the 

symbolism is correct 

01:04:13 MJ Wetherhead: oats broke out of wedge this week to upside 

01:05:16 Irina Erastova: can solar fier show T-squaers like a list? 

01:06:52 Matthieu Kaiser: aren't hard aspects between Saturn, Uranus and Pluto related 

to supply shortages? 

01:07:02 Merriman Market Analyst: If you input the planets you think are involved, into a 

harmonic of 4, it will show all the times two of those planets are in conjunction, square or opposition. 

From that your can see if a third planet you inputted was also involved. 

01:07:49 Merriman Market Analyst: Always a possibility with Saturn involved. With Pluto, 

may be related to a natural disaster 

01:10:28 Vincent Wang: Jupiter in Leo, low in equities? 

01:11:59 Merriman Market Analyst: Nope. Nothing with Jupiter in leo. Strangely enough 

01:18:14 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, lows in equities then. 

01:19:51 Matthieu Kaiser: i fail to relate this Relationship between Venus-Libra and lows in 

silver with any symbolic meaning... 

01:21:28 Merriman Market Analyst: Venus rules Libra, so it probably means strength in 

stocks, but not sure why it corresponds to a ;low in Silver since stocks and Silver  are related to strength 

in economy.??? 

01:33:17 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, we know in astrology, Silver is said to belong to the 

sign of Cancer and Gold to Leo, but thet studies don't support that. Virgo and Sag  seems m ore 

dominant with reversals and  it moves in Silver. However, early cancer seems important fr both Gold and 

Silver, but Leo seems more of a low in both metals 

02:03:30 Eleonore Charrez: interesting research and great presentation. Lots of incredible 

ideas ! 



02:05:45 MJ Wetherhead: Well done Rita1 

02:05:55 huifang boo: Great presentation. Thanks! 

02:05:57 Merriman Market Analyst: Excellent! 

02:06:00 Matthieu Kaiser: great work, thank you Rita 

02:06:05 Ali Alvarado Atias: Congratulations to all the Team! 

02:06:17 adam childs: Thank you it was really interesting with beautiful charts 

02:06:20 Vito Mijal-Pasa: awsome r Rita 

02:06:30 Abhishek Singh: Great Presentations from Oats Team 

02:06:45 Eleonore Charrez: We'll mark down 2030 for oats :) 

02:06:46 Michelle Picard: Thank you so much Rita! That was great 

02:07:11 Maya Bothe: thank you, interesting! 

02:07:18 BETH WOODY: Terrific presentation and good discovery. 

02:09:04 Ali Alvarado Atias: Ray if Jup/Nept suggests a Short term Rapid Gains, does it make 

sense that a Sat/Nep+ Quick Decline? 

02:10:31 Merriman Market Analyst: I don't know Ali. Probably depends on which market. I 

would think crude oil and grains would be affected by Sat/Nep, but so sure with other markets. 

02:10:52 Ali Alvarado Atias: Thanks Ray! 

02:10:53 Merriman Market Analyst: not so sure... 

02:10:57 Rita Perea: Thank you everyone!  It was my pleasure to share the story of Oats with 

you :) 

02:12:03 Dian Brown: Congratulations Rita!! 

02:15:17 MJ Wetherhead: when it retrogrades is that a counted as a separate instance or 

an extension e.g.  2018? 

02:16:25 MJ Wetherhead: thank you 

02:17:32 Vito Mijal-Pasa: when Jupiter now Retro back into Aquarius does that mean Market 

related to Aquarius will be affected with Jupiter s quality ? 

02:18:16 Vito Mijal-Pasa: and how does it fit with Saturn being in that segment ? 

02:18:42 MJ Wetherhead: when you calculate the x% moves (filtered waves) what criteria 

do you use to find the endpoint. Do you lookback  at a certain number of bars? 

02:22:09 jeff hanus: will we have covid come back in the fall or winter? 



02:22:16 adam childs: I think I asked it before I am looking at the 22nd Jupiter opp venus for a 

low in bitcoin. Jupiter is also transiting natal bitcoins venus 

02:23:19 Eleonore Charrez: What happens to stocks rules by pisces when jupiter leaves 

pisces to retrograde to acquarius ? 

02:25:30 jeff hanus: htank you 

02:27:18 Vito Mijal-Pasa: heard on the news today some doctors who had sonic , double , triple 

shots , contracted the Delta  and died in Indonesia , looking not so good Ray 

02:27:57 Eleonore Charrez: Vito, am tempted to ask which vaccine…? 

02:28:09 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Sinovac 

02:28:14 Vito Mijal-Pasa: China one 

02:28:22 huifang boo: Covid cases in Asia is sky-rocketing 

02:28:54 Daniel Ineichen:also mid-august, Uranus turns direct in Taurus again 

02:28:54 BETH WOODY: Neptune when it goes into area is In the medical area of surgery- Aries is 

the house for surgeons. 

 

02:28:55 Vito Mijal-Pasa: And China saying if parents not getting vaccinated , Kids not allowed to 

Schools 

02:29:08 Eleonore Charrez: Sinovac studies don't show good resistence… max of 50%. Guess 

Pfyzier biontech and moderna should give better and more positive infos 

02:29:22 Rita Perea: Wow! Interesting information about vaccines, Vito. 

02:29:27 Eleonore Charrez: as well as astra Zeneca and j & J 

02:30:10 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Article out Pfizer not as effective for Delta 

02:30:13 Dian Brown: Covid cases spiked at the first and second Saturn-Uranus events of 

February and July.  Act III is due December 24. 

02:30:51 Vito Mijal-Pasa: yes indeed but I got a problem with that  none of those vaccines past 

proper safety tests for human use in long term , and non of the companies or Governmentts accepting 

responsibility of any sort , pretty sad  story we are trapped in I guess 

02:30:51 Eleonore Charrez: thks , Gianni 

02:30:52 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks for highlighting this, Dian 

02:31:33 Eleonore Charrez: fully agree Vito, (reason why so many peple refuse getting 

vaccinated). Time will tell 

02:31:40 Rita Perea: Thanks for the reminder, Dian. 



02:31:53 Daniel Ineichen:it is retrograde now 

02:32:36 Eleonore Charrez: stem cells will also accelerate the clinical research phases 

02:32:38 Matthieu Kaiser: Vito, Eleonore, general upset is rising about this in France, quite 

large demos today 

02:32:50 Eleonore Charrez: and for cancer treatment, these become individualized 

02:33:25 Matthieu Kaiser: Jupiter-Neptune in Pisces may be related to a development of 

holistic médicine? 

02:34:12 Rita Perea: Moving back to holistic medicine perhaps, Matthieu. 

02:34:14 Matthieu Kaiser: and what's happening with vaccines/genetic thérapies in 

Relationship with covid may prompt this 

02:34:37 MJ Wetherhead: I see Uranus going retrograde Aug 19 

02:34:49 Daniel Ineichen:You ae rigth Gianni, Uruanus turns retrograde on Aug 14 

02:34:57 Merriman Market Analyst: Right there with Sun Jupiter opp 

02:35:17 Merriman Market Analyst: Ur Rx Aug 19 

02:35:31 Matthieu Kaiser: geocosmics give us a good timing tool for this… Jupiter back in 

Aquarius could see the last rise in vaccination, then holistic would take the upper hand when it ingresses 

Pisces for good 

02:35:48 Vito Mijal-Pasa: technical part good ,but grapehine Oxide used for delivery of MRNA is 

the concerning issue  where  does it end up , what does it do in the body etc , it doesn’t sound from the 

studies so far  is very safe and , authorities are admitting that from what I am researching 

02:36:02 Matthieu Kaiser: (for genetic therapy) 

02:36:04 Daniel Ineichen:and direct on Dec 20.... what an interesting cluster in dEc 

02:36:35 Eleonore Charrez: but the biontech and moderna vaccines are new tech… 

acquarius ??? rather than pisces ? 

02:36:48 Matthieu Kaiser: i agree Eleonore 

02:36:59 Eleonore Charrez: the rna vaccines 

02:37:06 Eleonore Charrez: it's information rather than vaccine 

02:37:11 adam childs: Neptune in Aquarius I think I read can create big inflation hyperinflation 

02:37:18 Eleonore Charrez: and biontech also 

02:37:23 adam childs: Neptune in Aries sorry 

02:37:55 adam childs: Thank you 

02:38:00 Daniel Ineichen:thanks 



02:38:01 Ali Alvarado Atias: Ty All! Good Evening! 

02:38:07 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you all 

02:38:07 Rita Perea: Thank you everyone! 

02:38:08 Danica Cordell-Reeh: There is an interesting pub Med srptudy using ozone to help w 

COVID.  Old tech returning 

02:38:08 Dian Brown: Great class !! Thanks! 

02:38:09 adam childs: Gosh :-) 

02:38:14 Vito Mijal-Pasa: thanks all . enjoy your holiday Ray hope rain stops 

02:38:17 huifang boo: Thank you! 

02:38:17 adam childs: great class 


